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CHAPTER VII. 

ABBREVIATIONS AND CONTRACTIONS. I 
Greek. I 

ABB~EVIATION~ and contractions' play an important part 
in Palaography. Two reasons in particular dispose men 
to curtail written words: (1) the desire to avoid the 
labour of writing over and over again words of frequent 
recurrence, which can s s  easily be understood in an 
abbreviated as in an extended form ; and (2) the neces- 
sity of saving space. 

From the earliest times there must have been a con- 
stant striving among individuals to relieve the toil of 
writing by shortening words. The author would soon 
construct a system of contraction of his own, and, espe- 
cially if he were writing on a subject into which tech- 
nical words would largely enter, his system would be 
adopted by other writers in the same field. In  law 
deeds, in public and private accounts, in the various 
memoranda of the transactions of daily life, common and 
oft-repeated words must have been always subject to 

' curtailmendat first a t  the caprice of individuals, but 
gradually on recognized systems intelligible to all. 

The simplest form of abbreviation is that in which a 
single letter (or a t  most, two or three letters) represents 
a word. Thus, there is the ancient Greek ~ys tem of 
indicating numerals by the first letter, as  II = T ~ V T E ,  A = 
~ Q K u ,  H (aspirate)= C~ar i v ,  and so on. On ancient 
coins, v-here available space was limited, we find the 
names of' Greek cities indicated by the first .two or three 

1 7 use the word " abbreviation " for the shortening of a word 
by suppressing its termination ; " contraction " for the shortening 
of a word by omitting letters from the body. 

-letters. Certain ordinary words also occur in inscriptions 
in shortened forms. The Roman usage of employing 
.single letters to represent titles of rank is familiar to us 
from inscriptions, and has been handed down in the works 
of classical authors ; the S.P. &.R. of the great Repnblic 
will occur to the recollection of everyone. .Such abbre- 
viations by constant usage became a part of the written 
language. 

The fullest development to which a system of abbrevi- 
ation can attain is, of course, a perfected shorthand ; but 
this is far too artificial for the ordinary business of life. 
Something between simple single-letter signs and com- 
plex tachygraphical symbols is required, and hence we 
find in the middle ages a good working system developed 
by Greek and Latin writers, mhich combined the advan- 
tages of both kinds of abbreviation. The letter system 
'was extended, and* certain tachygraphical symbols were m 

taken over as representatives of entire words in common 
use or as convenient signs for prefixes and terminations.' 1 

I n  tracing, then, the history of Greek and Latin abbre- 
viations and contractions, as far as i t  can be ascertained 
from existing docnments, we must be prepared to find in 
the systems of each certain elements which are of great 
antiquity. When we see in the case of medizval 
minuscule Greek MSS. considerable differences in the 
system there in use from that which appears in uncial 

The a r t  of reading contracted writing can necessarily only be 
acquired by thoso who have a knowledge of the languages in  
which the MSS. are written, and who will patiently persevere in 
their study. The beginner mill find the first difficulty of master- 
ing the elementary fornls of contraction of the micldle ages most 
easily overcome by transcribing passages in eztenso. For Greek, 
MSS. in minuscule writing of the tentl;, eleventh, and twelfth cen- 
turies; for Latin, charters of the thirteenth and fourteenth cen- 
turies,are thebest subjects to  begin with. As regards the latter, 
they arc generally short, the contractioos are numeronq ; hnt a t  the 
same time particular phrases and contractions continually recur. 
The student has thus thc advantage of passiug under his eye a 
great variety of hnndm~iting and of cot~~paring the forms wl~ich 
individual letters and contractions take in  the several documents ; 
while the recurrence of legal terms and phrases, mhich soon 
become Familiar, gives him the key to correct reading. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

ABBREVIATIONS AND CONTKACTIONS. 

Greek. 

 ABBREVIATION^ and contractions' play an important part 
in Paleography. Two reasons in particular dispose men 
to curtail written words: (1) the desire to avoid the 
labour of writing over and over again words of frequent 
recurrence, which can as easily be understood in an 
abbreviated as in an extended form; and (2) the neces- 
sity of saving space. 

From the earliest times there must have been a con- 
stant striving among individuals to relieve the toil of 
writing by shortening words. The author would soon 
construct a system of contraction of his own, and, espe- 
cially if he were writing on a subject into which tech- 
nical words would largely enter, his system would be 
adopted by other writers in the same field. In  law 
deeds, in public and private accounts, in the various 
memoranda of the transactions of daily life, common and 
oft-repeated words must have been always subject to 

' curtailment-,at first a t  the caprice of individuals, but 
gradually on recognized systems intelligible to all. 

The simplest form of abbreviation is that in which a 
single letter (or at  most, two or three letters) represents 
a word. Thus, there is the ancient Greek ~ys t em of 
indicating numerals by the first letter, as II = T ~ V T E ,  A = 
6 i ~ a ,  H (aspirate)= &ar6v, and so on. On ancient 
coins, r-here available space was limited, we find tlle 
names oh' Greek cities indicatcd by the first .two or three 

l ' 7 use the word " abbreviation " for the shortening of a word 
by suppressing its termination ; " contraction " for thc shorlening 
of a word by omitting letters from the body. 

-letters. Certain ordinary words also occur in inscriptions 
in shortened forms. The Roman usage of employing 
-single letters to represent titles of rank is familiar to u s  
from inscriptions, and has been handed down in the works 
of classical authors ; the S.P. &.R. of the great Republic 
will occur to the recollection of everyone. .Such abbre- 
viations by constant usage became a part of the written 
language. 

The fullest development to which a system of abbrevi- 
ation can attain is, of course, a perfected shol*thand ; but 
this is far too artificial for the ordinary business of life. 
Something between simple single-letter signs and com- 
plex tachygraphical symbols is required, and hence we 
iind in the middle ages a good working system developed 
by Greek and Latin writers, which combined the advan- 
tages of both kinds of abbreviation. The letter system 
was extended, and. certain tachygraphical symbols were, 
talren over aa representatives of entire words in common, 
use or as convenient signs for prefixes and  termination^.^ : 

I n  tracing, then, the history of Greek and Latin abbre- 
viations and contractions, as far as i t  can be ascertained 
from existing documents, we must be prepared to fincl in 
the systems of each certain elements which are of great 
antiquity. When we see in the case of medieval 
minuscule Greek MSS. considerable differences in the 
system there in use from that which appears in uncial 

2 The a r t  of reading contracted writing can necessarily only be 
acquired by thoso who have a knowledge of the languages in  
wl~ich the MSS. are written, and who will patiently persevere in 
their study. The beginner will find the first difficulty of master- 
ing the elementary forms of contraction of the middle ages most 
easily overcome by transcribing passages in extenso. For Greek, 
MSS. in minuscule writing of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfthcen- 
tnries ; for Latin, charters of the thirtecntl~ and fourteenth cen- 
tu~ies ,are  the best subjects to begin with. As regards the latter, 
they are generally short, the contractions are numerous ; hut a t  the 
same time particular phrases and contractions continually recur. 
The student has thus the advantage of passil~g under his eye a 
great variety of hxndwliting and of co~uparing the forms wl~ich 
individual letters and contractions take i n  the several documents ; 
while the recurrence of legal terms and phrases, which soon 
become familiar, gives him the key to correct reading. 



M SS., we might be led to infer that it was a new inven- 
tion; but a closer examination will prove that in its 
eiements i t  i s  the same as that which was practised huu- 
dreds of years before, in the third century B.C. We  may 
even carry our view still farther back. For, if in some 
of the earliest documents which have survived abbre- 
viated forms are in existence, nob made at  random but 
following certain laws in their formation, we have suffi- 
cient ground for assuming that the practice of abbrevia- 
tiou was, even a t  that remote time, one of some antiquity, 
and that a long period must have passed for the develop- 
nient of a, system intelligible to all readers. A still 
further, and even stronger, proof of the very ancient 
origin of this practice is afforded by the numerous 
sy~nbols for particular words which are found in the 
earliest papyri. 

There does not exist, however, sufficient material for 
the construction of a continuous history of Greek abbre- 
viation between the two periods noted above, viz., the 
third century B.C. and the ninth century of our era, when 
the minuscule came into use as the literary hand. I t  
will be therefore convenient, first of all, to consider the 
forms of abbreviation and contraction which are found 
in the uncial MSS. of the Scriptures and liturgies, 
which partially fill the gap of the vacant centuries. The 
earliest dates from the fourth century. In  such MSS., 
which were, more than others, required for public reading, 
the rules followed are very simple, nor are the examples of 
abbreviation numerous. The omission of N at  the erid of 
a line is nlarked by a horizontal stroke, as 0 1 KO- : a 
form comrnon to all MSS. The middle of a word was 
omitted, the first and last letter (or a t  most one or  two 
more) being given and surmounted by a horizontal 
stroke, as eC = Oco'q. Words so contracted were con- 
fined generitlly to sacred names and titlcs and words of 
frequent occurrence, and their inflections. They are 
(besides 87) : E='Iqao3vJ j(C=Xp~crd~,  -- vidq, 
K=IC~~LOS, TP and TIA P=~d.r.rlp, K~=~cl.rjr~~, A N  O C  -- - 
=Zv6po1ro!, O Y  N OC=06pavdrJ BKOC=6eo~d~oq, TTNA 
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1rvt8~a, m ~ = c w . r r j ~ ,  CT P O C  and CPOC=aravp6~, 
P ' ~ A A = d a v / 8 ,  I H A  and ~ ~ = ' ~ a ~ a < h ,  IHAM ='Iqpov- 

oaXljp. There are also a few other words contracted, as 
&=~ai ,  @j = po;, = p o ~ ;  and the verbal termination 
7 =Tat. Oc~asio~7ally a proyer name appears abbre- 
viated on a different syste~n, as ~ = ' I o ~ v ~ ~ v .  

Leaving thesc sacred and liturgical contractions for 
the present, we turn to the papyri of the third and 
second centuries B.c., which have been recovered from 
the tombs of Egypt, and see that here the system of 
simple abbreviation, or curtailment at  the end of a word, 
was followed. Either the word was indicated by its 
initial letter alone with an abbreviating dash, as 6 = 
vioi; or the letter which immediately preceded the 
omitted portion was written above the line, as  a key to 
the reading, thus : T ~ ~ = T ~ A o P ;  or two letters were so 
written, a.s ~ ~ ~ = T i t c v a ,  o ~ o ~ = ~ ~ o ~ I ) F .  I t  is true that 
examples of such abbreviation are comparatively rare, 
but there are quite enough to prove that the system was 
recognized? Certain of these over-written letters, even 
at  this early period, betray a tendency to degenerate 
into dashes: and this natural degeneration becomes 
more intensified in course of time. Thus, in the second 
and third centuries after Christ, this dash system is found 
to be developed to a considerable degree. 

The same method of curtailing the endings of words 
may be traced in the Herculanean rolls, which must bo 
a t  least as early as the first century of our era, together 
with certain monogrammatic forms, as  fi =7rp69, g= 
~pdvoq; and the scribcs of the recently discovered papyrus 
of Aristotle's work on the Constitution of Athens, of,  

See PIi?rde).s Peh-ie Papyri, ed. Maheffy (Royal Irish 
Academy, Cz~nndltghant Memoirs), 1891 ; particular1.y No. xxiii. 

4 Dr. U. Wilcken, Obseruationes ad hist. 2Eqypti p o v .  Rom. 
p. 40). selects from tlie Paris Papyrus No. 6 (iVotzces et Extraits 
des JlSS., p1. xvi.), of the year 114~.c., the following, amo~lg other, 
contractions, r p L  = r p a ' [ r c [ a v ] ,  ?rroXe "= ~ r o X c ~ [ a l o v ] ,  a u ~ X ~ 1 =  
d u ~ X ~ ] ~ [ t n ' G q s ] .  In these me have the cursive form of a (L), of 
p (-), and of r ("), mbich we find i n  the most cursively written 
documents of the third cent~lry B.C. 
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about A.D. 100, employed a regnlar system of abbrevia- 
tion for prepositions and other words.5 I n  the papyri 
of succeeding centuries the same system is found at  
work. To descend to a later period, the palimpsest frag- 
ments of the Iliad in uncial writing of the sixth century, 
in the British MCseum, have several words curtailed, an 
S-shaped mark indicating the omitted endings. More 
'numerous are the examples in the fragment, preserved 
a t  Milan, of a mathematical treatise of the seventh ceu- 
tury, also written in uncials. I n  this MS., dealing with 
a subject in which technical expressions constantly occur, 
an opportunity for the full employment of abbreviations 
presented itself, and, accordingly, not only the ordinary 
abbreviated endings, but still more tachy~raphical signs 
,are used. From the analogy of later MSS. i t  may be 
taken for certain that all technical works, intended as 
they were rather for the student than for public reading, 
were subject to unrestrailled contraction from very earry 
times. I n  the few remaining Greek documents on 
papyrus of the seventh and eighth centuries, the same 
system is employed. Thus, when the flood of the literary 
minuscule writing of the ninth century suddenly rises 
and sweeps over the uncial, it  naturally brings with it 
the old system of abbreviation which was still existent 
in the cursive hand from which that writing sprang. 
The history of th :~ t  system, as we have seen, can be 
traced only imperfectly, from lack of n~aterial, and is, as 
i t  were, screened by the intervening system of the 
uncial biblical and liturgical MSS., which, by the fact of 
their surviving in fair numbers, have thrust themselves 
into more general notice. 

With the disuse of uncial writing, however, as the 

6 They are: 3 =termination at, h= dvn', y'=ydp, 6'= 66, 8= 
6'2, \= d v a r ,  I= ;or;, :+ = ciul, 8'= ear, K'= ~ a i ,  K'= K U T ~ ,  pt=ttdv, 
p'=perd, og=ov'v, ?i=lrclpd, ?r'=xrpior B F ~ ,  s'=cdv, T'=T<v, T'=T~)s, 
i=ri)v, u'=i~e'~, U ' = ~ P O I  ; and also = xpdvos, and the unusual 

a i ~ < v .  Many of these abbreviatibns are used for syllables as 
well as for i~ulependent words. In addition, ternlinations are 
occsvionally abbreviated with the over-written letter as pax= 
cu;x'lv 

I ordinary literary hand, the biblical system of contraction 
did not perish. The same scribes who had copied out 
the majuscule tests were now employed upon the new 

1 minuscule, and nalurally introduced into the latter the 
contractions which they had been accustomed to write 
in the former. In minuscule writing, therefore, from the 
ninth century onwards, any form of contraction or 
abbreviation may be looked for. A t  first, however, they I were, in general, very sparingly used in the calligrapbic 
1\ISS. of the period, although, when necessary, the 
apparatus was ready at  hand to be applied, as in the case 
of ~narginal and interlinear scholia, where contractions 
were always more freely used than in the text of a MS. 
The horizontal stroke which marked contracted words in 
the biblical uncial texts served the same purpose in minu- 
scules ; it also distinguished letters which were used as 
numei.als or special signs. But the ordinary terminal 
abbreviations were marked by an oblique stroke drawn 
under the line, as in aF/=rE8eX+6~, ~oX,/=~6Xe~oy, 
although this stroke was also often dispensed with, and 
a mere flourish added to the over-written letter. This 
over-written letter was also subject to modifications. 
I t  was doubled occasionally to indicate a plural, as, 

XX - r r a ~ ~ ~ / = ~ a Q w v ,  O T L = ~ ~ ~ ~ O L .  I t  was also in some in- 
stances the emphatic letter of the omitted portion of the 
word, as X?/ =XCyerv, KT'/ = ~ a ~ h .  Arid the arrangement 
of letters was sometimes inverted, as t=Xdyoq, @=bo~oq. 

But with the new minuscule writlng also appears a 
further development of contraction in the use of certain 
signs, mostly tachygraphical, which are elnployed either 
a s  component parts of words, or as entire, independent 
words. They are employed to some extent also in late 
uncial MSS. They generally are found as terminations, 
but in MSS of the early minuscule period they are also 

'l 
used in the middle or at the beginning of words. For 
the most part, they are placed above the level of the 
words to which they belong ; in a few instances they are 
pendent or in the line of writing. At the later period, 
when the writing became more cursive, these tacby- 
gru~llicnl signs were linked with tha letters below them 



about A.D. 100, employed a regular system of abbrevia- 
tion for prepositions and other words.5 I n  the papyri 
of succeeding centuries the same system is found at  
work. To descend to a later period, the palimpsest frag- 
ments of the Iliad in uncial writing of the sixth century, 
in the British Mu'seum, have several words curtailed, an 
S-shaped mark indicating the oluitted endings. Moro 
'numerous are the examples in the fragment, 
at  Milan, of a mathematical treatise of the seventh cen- 
tury, also written in uncials. I n  this MS., dealing with 
a subject in which technical expressions constantly occur, 
an opportunity for the full employment of abbreviations 
presented itself, and, accordingly, not only the ordinary 
abbreviated endings, but still more tachy~raphical signs 
,are used. From the analogy of later MSS. i t  may be 
taken for certain that all technical works, intended as 
they were rather for the student than for public reading, 
were subject to unrestrained contraction from very early 
times. I n  the few remaining Greek documents on 
papyrus of the seventh and eighth centuries, the same 
system is employed. Thus, when the flood of the literary 
minuscule writing of the ninth century suddenly rises 
and sweeps over the uncial, i t  naturally brings with i t  
the old system of abbreviation which was still existent 
in the cursive hand from which that writing sprang. 
The history of that system, as we have seen, can be 
traced only imperfectly, from lack of niaterial, and is, as 
i t  were, screened by the intervening system of the 
uncial biblical and liturgical IYIBS., which, by the fact of 
their surviving in fair numbers, have thrust themselves 
into more general notice. 

With the disuse of uncial writing, however, as the 

They are: j =  termination or, ir= n'v4 r'=rdp, 6'=6c, 8'= 
612, \= e:vai, I= E'ari, B cicrl, #=Bat, K'= ~ a i ,  K'= ~arnJ, p'=/tEIv, 
pl=ptrd, oJ=ov'v, d=snpn', nl=?repior aep, sl=ov'v, i = r j v ,  r'=rijs, 

rl=.riiv, v'=d.rr~'~, v'=d?rd ; and also fi ~c =pdvos, and the unusual 
$= al;rjv. Many OF these abbreviations are nsed for syllables as 
well ns for independent words. In addition, terminations are 
occavionttlly abbreviated with the over-written letter as pax= 
P.L';X'IV 
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ordinary literary hand, the biblical system of contraction I did not perish. The same scribes who had copied out 
the majuscule tests were now employed upon the new 
minuscule, and nalurally introduced into the latter the 
contractions which they had been accustomed to write 
i n  the former. In  minuscule writing, therefolne, from the 
ninth century onwards, any form of contraction or 
abbreviation may be  looked for. A t  first, however, they 
were, in general, very sparingly used in the calligmphic 
I ISS .  of the period, although, when necessary, the 
apparatus was ready at hand to be applied, as in the case 
of marginal and interlinear scholia, where contractions 
were always more freely used than in the text of a MS. 
The horizontal stroke which marked contracted words in 
the biblical uncial texts served the same purpose in rninu- 
scules ; it also distinguished letters which were used as 
nume~.als or special signs. But the ordinary terminal 
abbreviations were marked by an oblique stroke drawn 
nnder the line, as in a?/= A8eX+6~, T O X / = I T ~ X ~ L O T ,  
although this stroke was also often dispensed with, and 
a mere flourish added to the over-written letter. This 
over-written letter was also subject to modifications. 
I t  was doubled occasionally to indicate s plural, as, 

X X  7ra~~~/=.rra&ov, U T L = ~ T ~ ~ O L .  I t  was also in some in- 
stances the emphatic letter of the omitted portion of the 
word, as X ~ / = X C ~ ~ L V ,  KT'/ = /CUT&. And the arrangement 
of letters was sometimes inverted, as t=Xdyoy,  @ = o " u ~ o ~ .  

But with the new minuscule writlng also appears a 
further development of contraction in the use of certain 
signs, mostly tachygraphical, which are employed either 
a s  component parts of words, or as entire, independent 
words. They are employed to some extent also iu late 
uncial MSS. They generally are found as terminations, 
but in MSS of the early minuscule period they are also 

l, used in the middle or at  the beginning of words. For 
the most part, they are placed above the level of tho 
words to which they belong; in a few instances they are 
pendent or in the line of writing. At the later period, 
when the writing became more cursive, these tachy- 
grapl~icnl signs were linked with the letters below them 
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in a flourish. They also, even at  an early date, show a 
disposition to combine with the accents, as  in  G which 
is the sign F (79) combined with a circumflex. This com- 
bination begins in the twelfth century. 

We will now proceed to give these signs in the alpha- 
betical order o f the i r  meanings, beginning with the 
vowels. But it will assist the memory materially if it is 
borne iu mind that, as in Greek tachygraphic writing 
one sign represented several syllables, different in spell- 
ing but phonetically the same, so the signs which we 
are now considering may be phonetically grouped. For 
example, in the two groups :- 

A r]v. pp ELV. P LV. 

F qc. S? ELF. ;;' &F. 
we see a sign representing a particular syllable differen- 
tiated by being doubled or marked t.o represent its 
homophones. The same system will be observed in  
other-instancca. 

a is early represented by the tachygraphicd sign, 
:L horizontal stroke - .6 It was writhen either above 
o r  in line with the preceding letter, as 7 or r ,  but in the 
latter position, to aid the eye, it received the additiou 
of two dots, as 7fJ or, coalescing, +. But this sign + 
thus dotted also indicated ra, as the two dots (:) were 
also the tachygraphical sign for 7. I n  course of time 
the construction was forgotten, and + was taken to meau 
simply a, and, last of all, the - dropped out, and the 
two dots remained to represent the letter. 

e is frequently represented by a short waved stroke, as 
in the word pf=pc~eyu, and in participial terminations, as 
Xey61*?, =XeY6p~uo~. This sign resembling that fol. the 
diphthong UL, the two may be identical, E and a& bcing 
homophones. 

9 is also occasionally found iu a similarly waved- 
stroke form, nearly always written in the line, as Crre~G:, 
rs'v. 

r is very rarely represented by t'wo dots (a late usage), 
as T@' = rep;. 

This mark for a appears in abbreviations in papyri of tho 
beginning of the third century. Wilcken, op. cit. 
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l m appears in the tachygraphical form of a kind of 
circumflex, as  a*';;ye=a"vwye. 

a&. The abbreviated sign of this termination is, in its 
earliest forms, a n  oblique or angular or S-shaped stroke, 
as K, K,; later, ordinarily a waved stroke, as 5 (which 
was afterwards exaggerated into a flourish) ; sometimes 
b, as =$pipal. 

ULF. The earlier sign was 2, as a74XZ = a~7jXun~ j latcr 
D,, as T ~ ~ T " = T U ~ T ~ L F .  This second form appears to be a 
doubling of the sign for €9, a phonetic equivalent. 

uv. An angular L and rounded L are found in.ear1.y 
MSS. Then a further development in the curve took 
place, and a 6-shaped sign comes into use. o"rL =o"~av, 
n-ct&=rrboav, h= T ~ V ,  y~vvbG"= ycLevvAGav. 

up. The horizontal stroke -, for a, and s rinz repre- 
sentlng p, were combined as the sign -o, as $'rvpei= 
puprupei. Or i t  was turned upwards, L ~ $ ' T ~ ~ V = ~ ~ ~ I ~ T ~ U V ;  
or written in the line, as p ~ r v ? =  paprvq, with dots 
representing a. 

a?. The constant signwas J,as orLXd= a r i X a ~ ;  ~rja"tfa~ 
= m ' ~ a ~ e ~ ~ .  

au, From a combination of -, for a, and the upsilon, 
-U 

comes the sign W, as O&~ei=Oavpn're~. A rare sign 
is h ,  as T O L ~ ( T ~  = T O L U ~ T ~ .  

erv. At first was used a siugle sign (i.e. also the sign 
l fi for 711, a phonetic equivalent), as  2rripev=in-~pE'verv. 

Then this was doubled for distinction's sake pp ; after- 
wrtl-ds one or both of the hooks are thrown off /h // ; and 
finally the strokes are reduced in length /l. elrrr'= 
rlmiv, X ci7i1'= Xel7i~1.v. 

€LT. The sign T, which represents 77, was sometimes 
also used for ere; more generally it was doubled, as 
TLBG = T L ~ E ~ P .  Another rare form is 9 which appears to 

\ bo the ordinary ligature of r and L with a cross stroke. 
ev. An angle L, as ;=LL?~, which afterwards tonlc 

a more rcundecl form, as y&yo> = y6yovev, degenera- 
ting a t  a later period into L, or even into a looped 
flourish like a wide a. The tachygraphic sign 'L( is also 
occasionally found in use, 





cp. 'l'he oblique stroke, the tachyg~~ephic sigu for e, 
combines with a 10013, for p, and makes the s i p  l), as 
& ~ T ' = ~ U I T E ~ ,  ci;Tb=~l~cp. More rarely a bar IS used 
as C+ = 5n-cp, &c71f = &ump.  

ET. The early Ggtl was J, as $dyovr~= (PdYovr~~. R11t 
two dots, representing tachigraphically the letter T, 

being frequently added in the comtnou termination TET, 
7, a confusion between j' and g was the result, and at  last 
j' came to be used for ET, as h60z,r5 = A~OVTEF,  and supcl*- 
seded the simple g. The sign, thus changed, varies 
occasio~ally in form as, j G. 

E , E  
?)v. The angular form P, as 7  up^ = r;7v &pXi]v, was 

I sometimes curved, as T O ~ ~ V T ~ - -  roLaur?/v. Later i t  de- 
generated into A, A,, as = dpcrljv. 

~ p .  A not common sign is P, as 22 = c t ~ i ] ~ .  
TF. A sigu resembling F, as ;=rGq. This sign 

early combined with the circumflex as G .  I t  is some- 
times doubled. 

LV. The sign for qv was often used also for this ter- 
mination. I t  was also differentiated by two dots, thus, 
~ c i t A = r n ' ~ ~ v .  I t  passed through the same stages of 
degeneration as its prototype. 

L?. The sign for q~ was also used for LF. I t  was also 
differentiated by two dots, thus, a3rY=a3r~r. The signs 
for LT and r ) ~  are sometimes confused. 

orq. A horizontal stroke terminating in an nnaular or 
round hook, - 7 ; hdq  =h&yo~~. I n  later M%S. the 
sign is subject to flourishing. I n  some instances the 
position is oblique, as 75'=roiq. 

OV. The oblique stroke 1, as Ady' =ho'yov. The danger 
of confusion with the grave accent led to its being 
lengthened ; but this eventually resulted in the lengt,ben- 
ing of the accent also, as 7 \ \= rbv .  I n  late MSS. the 
sign degenerates into a floarish, or waved line. 

or. The tachygraphical sign for 07 is sometimes used, 
as  hoq=X6yo~; sometimes the uncial c, as &caarc= 

4 J - 
ou. An early form\/ appears in a few places, as 77 - 

I roliov; this is ~ti~erwal-ds curved, us + = r o t .  The form 
V,  which is not uncommon, is a monogram of the two 
letters. 

ovv. The o with a waved stroke beneath, as TOL, C= 
7roloiru~oF, jjyp =ijy0uv. 

OUT. The sign Y, which is formed by combination of 
v=ov and F ; as X6y~=Xdyov~, krr Y = KTOUF. The 
double waved strolce (as in ELF) is also used : as xpovm= 
~ p d v o u ~  ; also single, as a6r8=a6roirp. 

ov. A sign resernblino n, circurrrflex ; in early MSS., of 
9 small size, as T O ~ ~ = T O V T ~ V  ; afteP~vards, a sweeping 

flourish, as 8sa$& = 8 ~ a d o p ~ .  
, , 

up. A not common sigh p or 3, as i;8"=58wP, {7jrJ= 
;$TOP. 

W. A curving line 9, C', as O~;T*=O$TOF, Grrt-p= 
6urrep. Later, the sign turns downwards,as ~ a X r ^ =  K ~ X G ~  

Certain prepositions and particles :rre represented by 
special signs, as- 

hurl: 3, a very rare sign. 
&TO : "v and -C/ ; a rare sign is 2. 
Lpa:  V.  

8 ~ d  : 4, or A with a waved pendant. 

&I:  4, the 1 being the cursive form of a. 
&a : J. 
tcarci: G, v, G. 

T P ~ F  : E, ,. 
G r i p :  X ,  or Q,'. 
Ih-i': A, ui. 
rap& : $, also +. 
yip : +, or yc, r+ , rcT, ; that is, .gamma crossed with [LE 

inverted p, or mith a bar or flourish. 
&v: y. 

66: j, which becornss round j. In course of time it 
was confused mith the sign for €9 ( j ) ;  hence the scribes 
came to add dote. 

$youv : q y  . 
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nai. From the tachygraphical form f ( K C )  came the 
\ \ \ - \  \ 

sign 4, which went through various changes : 5 4' 3 S G .  
;p05 : *, very rare. 
&-L : .;. jj' (the dots .. indicating the T) ; also -6. 
6ump:  S .  
The auxiliary &TT/ or E'urlv was represented by the 

tnchygraphic -1. (2url) or;/? (Earlv) ; but this distinction 
was not ltept up. Later, from confusion with the sign 
for cv (7). the position of the dots was altered, and t l ~ o  
sign became 7 ,  which afterwards passed into the 
flourished style, on the pattern of thc signs for qv and 
'v. A double ;m1, S//. , was used for clci; and in the 
same ma,nner ;rp or 9 =elaiv. And, perhaps on the Fame 
analogyL ?=dual? The future E'arar, is found in the 
forms a/, ). 

Certain signs were also used for technical I V O ~ ~ S ,  as  - r,(;;=&p~Opol; i, ;;' =;COY, b o c  ; R =  2Xhuaov. 
And, finally, there were certain symbols for certain 
words. as GI = l t i ~ h y ,  1 =7jpipa, 9 =VG<, L= hoq,  = . - - 
Gpovpa, t ,  5,  5=EjpaXp7j, and.others. 

Latin. 
Of Latin abbreviations the most ancient forms, a s  

already stated, are those which consist of a single 
letter (nearly always the initial letter), representing the 
whole word. The most ordinary instances of such 
single-letter abbreviations, or sigh, are those which 
indicate proper names, or titles, or words of common 
occurrence, and which are familiar to us, not only in the 
inscriptions on coins and monumeuts, but also in the 
texts of classical writers; being generally distinguished 
from other letters or words by the full point which is 
placed after them. The same system was followed in 
the middle ages and survives a t  the present day. 

But the representation of words by single letters 
could only be carried out to a certain limited extent. 
Obvjously the same letter must do duty for many words 

7 I n  Pap. cxxxvii., in the British Museum, probably of the 
2nd century, these forms are used: /=dud, \ = clvar, \\ = dui; 
and G for the feminine cases of the participle, ov'ua, obvns, etc. 

and confusion bc the consequence. Hence arises o, 1 farther extension of the system : the use of special 
marks, or of two or more letters. The Romans wrote 
M'. = Manins, to distinguish that name from M. =Ifarcus ; 
Cn.=Gnmus,to prevent confusion with C.=Gaius. These 
simple methods of abbreviation led on to others, the 
development of which can be traced in the early legal 
MSS., such as the Gains of Verona, or the waxen 
tablets, and particularly in the " Notnrum Laterculi " or 
"Notm Juris "-the lists of abbreviations used in the 
Roman law-bool~s.~ I n  these documents, as regardr 
single-letter abbreviations, we find not only such fornlr 
as A.=az~t, C =cauca, D.=clirzrs, E.=est, ancl so on, 
any of which might occur independently in a sentence, 
but also whole phrases, as, C. L). E R. N. E.=c~!jlis de 
ea ye notio pst, 01- A. 1'. M. D. O.=CL;O t r  nzil~i cl(irt' 
oportere, showing to what an extent this ~1cmentar.y 
system could be employed iu books of a, technical 
nature. Indeed, in technical works, single-letter 
phrases coiltinued to be used in MSS. down to tho 
invention of printing. But the iuconvonience of such 
abbreviations is seen in such donblc meanings as A.=trzit 
or an1zzls, C.=cazua or cil-ca, D.=cliuz~s or dcdit, F.= 
fecit or fclmilia or Jidss. Yet the sense of thc contest 
might bc depended upoil for giving thc correct intcr- 

l 
pretation, and confusion was also, in some instances, 
obviated by the addition of a distinguishing mark, such 
as a horizontal stroke placer1 above the letter or an apo- 
strophe or similar sign placed after it,as R=llo,z, N'=nec. 
Therepresentation of words by two or more of their letters 
is seen in such abbreviations as 1T=item, ACT.=acttrm, - 
~ R = a a f e ,  ED.=cdickn~, IMP=impel-ato~, COM.= - 
comes, EO=eowm, CUI=cujz~, ~ g = f u i t ,  in which the 
first letters of each word are written ; or in such con- 
tractiolls as ~W~=eaem~, lurn ,  ~ i \ ; i~=orn??ib t~s ,  MMT= - 
naornelzt?~nz, BK=bono,~zcnz, ~D=heredern, where the 
salient letters are expressed, in some inst:inces with s 

See i n  Jceil, Qrammntici Zatini, iv. 265, the Nottrrum Lnter- 
czcli, ed. Mommsen. 
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 al. From the tachygraphical form f ( K € )  came the 
\ \  \ \ \ 

sign G, which went through various changes : 5 '1' S S (3. 
Gpoi, : *, very rare. 

: .:. ij. (the dots indicating the 7) ; also .R. 
r 

i;a.rrfp: $. 
The auxiliary &TT/ or f'urlv was represented by the 

tachygr%phic -1. (f'arq or p ( E ) o T ~ )  ; but this distinction 
was not kewt u ~ .  Later, from confusion with the sign 
for LV (~ ) ,~ the 'pos i t i on  of the dots was altered, and tlto 
sign became ji, which afterwards passed into the 
flourished style, on the pattern of the signs for qv and 
LV. A double ;a-rl, .l/. , was used for $ai; and in the 
same ma.nner ;r/? or ./j? =~laiv. And, perhaps on the same 
analogy, v W=EIVUL.~ ,l The future tarar is found in the 
forms 9, Q. 

Certain signs were also used for technical WOI.~S,  as  
- {;;=&pLep~I; 4, =L'CTOT, ilaor; $= f'kkaawv. 5 ,- 

And, finally, there were certain symbols for certain 
r I words, as Q =K;I&OF, 4 =r)p€pa, 9 =v;& ~ = Z r o ? ,  = 

~ ~ o v p n ,  F., -S, 5=8paX&, and others. 
Latin. 

Of Latin abbreviations the most ancient forms, as 
already stated, are those which consist of a single 
letter (nearly always the initial letter), representing the 
whole word. The most ordinary instances of such 
single-letter abbreviations, or sigh, are those which 
indicate proper names, or titles, or words of common 
occurrence, and which are familiar to us, not only in the 
inscriptions on coins and monuments, but also in the 
texts of classical writers; being generally distinguished 
from other letters or words by the full point which is 
placed after them. The same system was,followed in 
the middle ages and survives a t  the present day. 

But the representation of words by siugle letters 
could only be carried out to a certain limited extent. 
Obviously the same letter must do duty for many words 

7 I n  Pap. cxxxvii., in the British Museum, probably of the 
2nd century, these forms are used: /= Z U T ~ ,  \ = ~ b a ~ ,  \\ = rlui; 
and G for the feminine cases of the participle, ov'aa, ov"ugs, etc. 
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and confusion bc the consequence. Hencc clrises rt, 1 farther extension of the system : the use of special 
marks, or of two or more letters. The Romans wrote 
M'. = Manius, to distinguish that name from M. =Marcus ; 
Cn.=Gn=us,to prevent confusion with C.=Gaius. These 
simple methods of abbreviation led on to others, the 
development of which can be traced in the early legal . 
MSS., such as the Gains of Verona, or the waxen 
tablets, and particularly in the " Notarum Laterculi " or 
" Note Juris "-the lists of abbreviations used in the 
Romau law-bool~s.~ I n  these documents, as regard5 
single-letter abbreviations, WO find not only such form5 
as  A.=crz~t, C.=cauca, D.=dirzrs, E.=est, and so on, 
any of which might occur independently in a sentence, 
but also whole phrases, as, C. D. E. R. N. E.=cz!fiis cle 
ea re nofio rst,  01' A. l'. M. D. O.=aio t o  nzihi dnre 
oporte~s, showing to what an extent this elementary 
system could be employed in boolrs of a technical 
nature. Indeed, in technical works, single-letter 
phrases continued to be used in MSS. down to tho 
invention of printing. But the iLconvenience of sucll 
abbreviations is seen in such double meanings as li.=trut 
or UIL~ZZIS, C.=cau.sa or circa, D.=clivz~s or dcdit, F.= 
fecit or fumilia or jdes. Yet the sense of the contc-st 
might be dependod upon for giving the correct inter- 
pretation, and confusion was also, in some instances, 
obviated by the addition of a distinguishing mark, such 
as a horizontal stroke placed above the letter or an apo- - 
strophe or similar sign placed after it,ns N=llon, N'=itec. 
Therepresentation of words by two or more of their letters 
is seen in such abbreviations as ~T=ite.m, ACT.=nctum, - 
~ n = a , t t e ,  ED.=edictun~, IMP=impe~ator, COM.= - 
comes, ~ g = e o r u m ,  CU1=cujz~s, ~ n = f u i t ,  in which the 
first letters of each word are written ; or in such con- 
tractions as ~ ~ ~ = e z e m ~ l z c m ,  ~ ~ ~ = o r n n i b z ~ a ,  MMT= 
mome,~tunt, ~x=bono,.unz, ~ D = h e r e d e r i  where the 
salient letters are expressed, in some instmces with s 

See in Reil, Cf.rammatici Latini, iv. 265, the Notcrrum Lnter- 
czcli, ed. Mommsen. 
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date marks and symbols are less rigidly formed and 
gradually degenerate into hasty dashes and flourishes. 

Having thus traced the general construction of Latin 
abb~eviation aud contraction, we may now briefly 
notice the various signs aud marks which are employed 
for this purpose in the MSS. of the middle ages. 

Abbreviated Latin words may be ranged in two 
classes: (1) Those in which the ending is suppressed, 
as feE=fecit ; (2) Those in which letters are omitted 
from the middle, or from the middle and end, of the - 
word, as c2=cazis*., oio=onz~tino, prb=p~esbyter. To 
the first class the French have given the title " abbr6- 
viations par suspension " ; we call them simply (' abbre- 
viations," and include among them those early forms, 
noticed above, which are composed of one, two, or more 
of the first letters of a word, and the numerous examples, 
particularly verbs, which, more especially in the ninth 
and teuth centuries, simply threw away the last syllable. 
The words in the second class are '' contractions," being 
contracted by the omission of medial, or medial and final, 
letters. 

Marks or signs of abbreviation or contraction are 
either general or special. General signs are those which 
indicate the suppression of one or more letters without 
giving a direct clue to what such letters may be. Special 
signs indicate the suppression of particular letters. 
Among the latter must be also included over-written 
letters which, in some instances, have in course of time 
changed their forms and have worn down into mere 
symbols. 

The earliest and simplest mark of abbreviation is the 
full point, usually placed on a level with the middle of 
the letter or letters of the abbreviated word as Am=azst, 
FFe=fi.atres, or-to give the commonest, and often the 
only, abbreviations in early majuscule MSS.-B.=(tey- 
mination) ~ Z L S ,  Q'=yue. I n  place of the full point, a 
colon or semicolon was nest employed, as in 13: B; Q: Q;, 
and the latter, becoming the favourite form, grew, by 
rapid writing, into a j-shaped sign, which appears from 
the eleventh century onwards as b3=bus, q3= qul. 

H 2 

view- to indicating the inflections. From this latter 
method was developed the more systematic syllabic 
system, in which the leading letters of the syllables 

I 
1 I were expressed, as EG=e~go, HK=7~e~es, QD=puidern, - 

pibus, = guwe, S'l'=satis, MT=?,zevzte~n, 
~X=tnrnea,  ~N=sine, ~W=beae, ~D=cleilzdo, and the 
like. 

But still there remained tlle need of indicating in- 
flections and terminations more exactly than by this 
simple process. This want was supplied in the first 
place by the adoption of certain of t;he Tironian symbols 
-others of those shorthand signs being at  the same 
time used for certain ppepositions or prefixes-and also 

m 
by smaller over-written let,ters, as ($=quo, V =werum, 

C C 

1I=l~u~zc, T =tzilzc. This over-writing was not, how- l 

ever, confined to the indication of terminations : it was 
also adopted for general use to mark leading letters, as in 
si=sint, N=noster, S=sors, and others. As will pre- 

0 0 

sently be seen, it holds an important place in the scheme 
of later medibval contraction. 

The principles of the different methods sketched out 
above held good also throughout the later middle ages ; 
but of the .simple letter-forms only a certain number i 
survived. They were too arbitrary to be continued iu 
general use, and more exact and convenient combina- 
tions and signs took their place. Even where they still 
survived in form their original meaning was sometimes 
superseded; e.g. the early syllabic contraction TB= 
tanzen under the later system becomes tantum. The 

' I period of transition from the old to the new system lies 
in the course of the eighth and ninth centuries, a t  the 
time when the Carlovingian schools were effecting their 
great reform in the handwriting of Europe, and had the 
authority to enforce the adoption of settled forms. By 

l 

, 
the eleventh rsntury the later system had grown to full 
development. I t  reached its culminating point in the , 1 ~ t.hirteenth century, the period when contraction was , 
more excessively used than at  any other; but after that , 



view- to indicating the inflections. From this latter 
method was developed the more systematic syllabic 
svstem. in which the leadina letters of the svllab!es 

I 
1 " - .I 

were - expressed, as - EG=WCJO, HR=he~es, QT)=puide,n., - - 
QH = quibus, QL-L = quccye, S'l'=satis, MT=~,zentem, 
~ z = t n m e n ,  ~ r = s i n e ,  BW=betze, ~ n = d e i n d e ,  and the 
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like. 
But still there remained the need of indicating in- 

flections and terminations more exactly than by this 
simple process. This want was supplied in the first 
place by the adoption of certain of t,he Tironian symbols 
--others of those shorthand signs being at the same 
time used for certain prepositions or prefixes-and also 

m 
by smaller over-written let.ters, as &qz&o, V =werum, 

C C 

I.I=l~t~nc, T =tzinc. This over-writing was not, how- 
ever, confined to the indication of terminations : it was 
also adopted for general use to mark leading letters, as in 

0 

si=sint, N=noste~, S=sors, and others. As will pre- 
0 

sently be seen, it holds an important place in the scheme 
of later medibval contraction. 

The principles of the different methods sketched out 
above held good also throughout the later middle ages ; 
but of the .simple letter-forms only a certain number 
survived. They were too arbitrary to be continued in 
oeneral use, and more exact and convenient combina- 
;ions and signs took their place. Even where they still 
survived in form their original meaning was sometimes 
superseded; e.g. the early syllabic contraction 
tunten under the later system becomes tantum. The 
period of transition from the old to the new system lies 
in the course of the eighth and ninth centuries, a t  the 
time when the Carlovingian schools were effecting their 
gTeat reform in the handwriting of Europe, and had the 
authority to enforce the adoption of settled forms. By 
the eleventh r.tntury the later system had grown to full 

date marks and symbols are less rigidly formed and 
gradually degenerate into hasty dashes and flourishes. 

Having thus traced the general co~lstruction of Latin 
abbreviation and contraction, we may now briefly 
notice the various signs and marlrs which are employed 
for this purpose in the MSS. of the middle ages. 

Abbreviated Latiu words may be ranged in two 
classes: (1) Those in which the ending is suppressed, 
as feE=fecit; (2) Those in which letters are omitted 
from the middle, or from the middle and end, of the - - 
word, as C ~ = C ~ Z ~ S I X . ,  oio=omnino, prb=presbyter. To 
the first class the French have given the title " abbr6- 
viations par suspension " ; we call them simply '' abbre- 
viations," and include among thcln those early forms, 
noticed above, which are composed of one, two, or more 
of the fimt letters of a word, and the numerous examples, 
particularly verbs, which, more especially in the ninth 
and tenth centuries, simply threw away the last syllable. 
The words in the second class are " contractions," being 
contracted by the omission of medial, or medial and final, 
letters. 

Marks or signs of abbreviation or contraction are 
either general or special. General signs are those which 
indicate the suppression of one or more letters without 
oiving a direct clue to what such letters may be. Special 
b. 
signs indicate the suppression of particular letters. 
Among the latter must be also included over-written 
letters which, i n  some instances, have in course of time 
changed their forms and have worn down into mere 
symbols. 

The earliest and simplest mark of abbreviation is the 
full poiut, usually placed on a level with the middle of 
the letter or letters of the abbreviated word as A.=nzct, 
FF.=fi.atres, or-to give the commonest, and often the 
only, abbreviations in early majuscule MSS.-Be=(teY- 
mination) bus, Q.=que. In  place of the full point, a 
colon or semicolon was next employed, as in B: B; Q: Q;, 
and the Iattei., becoming the favourite form, grew, by 
rapid writing, into a 3-shaped sign, which appears fro111 
the eleventh century onwards as b3=bus, q3= qzr:. 
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development. I t  reached its culminating point in the 
thirteenth century, the period when contraction was 
more excessively nsed than at  any other; but after that 



From its frequent recurrence in the latter common word 
it even came to represent the p as well as Ire, in compo- 
sition, as at3=atque, nej=?zeque. But it mns not con- 
fined to the repre:;entation of terminal zu and ue; i t  
also appears for termination et, as in debj=debet, pfj= 
placet, sg=set ( i .E  sed) : a survival of which is seen in 
the z in our coumon abbreviation vix.=videlicet. A t  a 
later period it also represented final m, as in naj=nam, 
ite3=itemY idej=idem. 

The same j-shaped sign likewise is found sometimes 
as the sign for est in composition, as in inteq=interest. 
But here it has a different derivation, being a cursive 
rendering of the symbol +=est. 

The horizontal stroke is the most general mark both 
of abbreviation and contraction, and in both uses i t  
may indicate the omission of many letters. TVe have 
seen it in use in the "Not= Juris." It is usually either 
a straight or a waved line. In early carefully-written 
MSS. it is ornamentally formed with hooks a t  the 
ends -. In  the case of charters, it is sometimes fanci- 
fully shaped, as an oblique crotchet, or as a loop orlrnot. 
I n  its simplest use as s mark of abbreviation i t  is found 
in majuscule MSS. at the end (rarely in the body) of a 
line to indicate omission of f inal  M or N. I t  was placed 
above the line, at first to the right, asAUTEV=autam; 
and in some instances a point was added to distinguish 
omission of M from omission of N, as ENI-=etzinz, 
NO-=non. Afterwards the simple stroke was placed 
above the last letter, as ENT, NO. 

Analogous to the horizontal stroke is the oblique 
stroke, which takes the place of the horizontal chiefly in 
words in which the tall minuscule letters b and 1 occur, xs 
apki=npostoli, mkto=?nzilto, liEe=libere, prock=proczbZ. ' 

- Of the same class is the maved vertical stroke (some- 
times in the form of s curve rising from the preceding 
letter), often used to signify the omission of er or Te ; as 
b~niter=brez;iter, c5tus=ce~tus. 

Less frequent, because it dropped out of general use, 
is the final oblique stroke, dso found in the earlier 
abbreviations, usually for terminations us, ur, urn 
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\ (after r), as an.,- = anus, anlam,- = amamits, amatf = 
antatw, re+=remcm. Of these, the last termination rum 
continued to be represented in this way, especially in 
words in the genitive plural." 

Another general sign of early use was the round curve 
or comma above the line, which, as late as the ninth cen- 
tury, continued to represent the terminations t ~ ,  OS, 21s. 

I n  later MSS. the curve alone was retained to indicate 
the termination us (sometimes OS), and so became a 
special sign (see below). 

A long drooping stroke attached to the end of a word 
is often found as a genera1 sign to indicate the omission 
of any termination. It is, however, specially used for 
termination is. In  the fourteenth century it develops 
into a loop, as dicte=&ctis. 

A sign nearly resembling an inverted c or the numeral 
9, Tironian in its origin, usually signifies the syllable con 

1 or corn, also more rarely cun or cum, as gdo=condo, 
gmunis=conznzunis, cir~scriptus=circzcmscriptzu, gcti= 
cuncti." I t  always stands in the linc of writing. A 
similar sign (to which reference has already been made), 
above the line, represents the tcrmination us, as bang= 
bonus ; also inore rarely OS, as n = i~os, p9t=post. I n  the 
last word i t  is sometimes used for the whole termination 
ost, as p9. 

A sign somewhat resembling the numeral 2 placed 
( obliquely 2, also derived from a Tironian note, is written 

for the termination ur, as amatz=anzatur. I t  is also 
, placed horizontally, as fert2=jes.tur. Being commonly ' 

emplojed in the case of verbs, it also sometimes stands ) for the whole termination t u ~ ,  as amat. 
The letter p having a curve drawn through the down I stroke, p,  is to be read pro. In  Visigothic MSS., however, 

it signifies per, very rarcly pro, which is usually in such 
MS§. written in full. P crossod with a horizontsl bar, 

A ci~rious result of the. use of this sign is seen in  the second 
nanlc for Salisbnry, " Sa~.nm!' The Latin Sarisburia in abbre- 
viabud form was mritt,'n S a q ,  aud came to  be rend Sarum. 

The lettor c surmounted by a horizontal line also represents 
, corn 





j :  
p, is 23er,also pew, por, as ptein=pn~tem, ogtet,=oportet. 
The same letter with a horizontal or waved oblique 

l 
stroke or curve placed above it (when not at the end of 
a word) becomes pre, as psertim=~urose~-tim, p'bet= 
prebet. 

The following conventional signs, mostly derived 
from Tironian notes, are also used with more or less 
frequency :- 

K = autcm, 3 = ejt?j, = = esse, e- = ost (which degene- 
rates into a j-shaped sign: see above), f = p o ~ ,  7=et 

I ?=etiam, M (later -H- and aud thence .n.)==cnim, 
.i.=id ost, f--vel, 8 = o b i i f ,  obitus, L and h=&. 

In this place may also bo noticed the Latin contracted 
form of our Lord's name. The name of Jesus Christ 
was always written in Greek letters by medizeval scribes, 
and in contracted form i t  appeared in majoscule MSS. 
thus : I ~ C  X ~ C ,  in Greek uncials. Wlicn these words 
had to be written in minuscule letters, the scribes treated 
them as purely Latin words written in Latin letters, 
and transcribed them ific (or ihs) xFc. Hence arose the 
idea that the form Ihesus was the correct one, and by 
false analogy the letter h was introduced into other 
proper names, as  Iherusalem, Iheronimus. Similarly 
the terminating letter c, for S, was carried - over by I 
scribes to other words, as epc=episcopus, spc=spiritus, 
tpc= tontpus. 

Most ordinarily, over-written letters are vowels, to 
I 

which the letter r has to be- supplied to solve the read- 
I 

ing, as gntia=gratia., cnts=carta, tes=tres, ueba=verbn, 
pior=2)rior, ultus=virt~1~, agOs=agros, cOpus= corl?zcs, 

l 
pudens=prudens, tUris=turris. The more usual con- 
tractions of this character are those in which the r pre- 
cedes the vowel. Other letters may also be understood, , 
ss  in qa=qua, boa= boxa, qibus= quibus, m5=mihi, mO= 
modo. The letter a when over-written frequently takes 
the open form (U,) which degenerates into a-mere zigzag 
horizontal line or flattened u (a), l 

When consonants arc over-written the number of 
letters to be supplied is quite uncertain : a single vowcl 
is omitted in such words as nc=nec, hc=luic; several 

letters are understood in such a contraction as pt=potest. 
The over-written consonant is usually the last letter of 
the word.' 

In some instances two or more letters are over- 
written as huYoi=huj~c,r.modi, incorp'"=incorporales ; but 
such full forms are seldom wanted. 

By metathesis, the contractions of certain common 
words, in which the letter g is prominent, take a special 
form, as gi and gl'=igitur, g."= erga, go=orgo. 

The amount of contraction in a MS. depended to a ' 

considerable extent upon the character of the text. As 
has been already obsei*ved, technical books were more 
contracted than works of general literature. I n  MSS. 
written iu majuscule letters, and particularly in biblical 
and liturgical codices, which were specially required for 
public reading, the contractions are very few: the 
omission of final M or N, Q.=que,  bus, &E or 
~ R ~ = ~ u o n i a m . ,  D B = ~ e u s  and its inflections, DTIS or 
D ~ S  =~ominus and its inflections, the name of our 
Lord (see above), S ~ S  =sanctus, STS =s1)iritus, and a 
few other common words. With the introduction of 
minuscule writing for the book-hand, and when MSS. 
were employed for private use, there was more scope for 
this convenient system of saving labouy and space; but 
in works intended for popular use there was seldom an 
excess of contraction or the employment of arbitrary 
forms such as to render the reading of the text difficult. 
When once the elements and principles of the system 
are uuderstood, and th_e eye has been fairly practised, 
no ordinary MS. will present difficulties to the reader. 
As regards texts written in the vernacular languages of 
those countries of Europe which have adopted the 
Roman alphabet, it will be found that contractions 
are more rarely used in them than in MSS. written 
in Latin. A system suited to the inflections and 

1 With regard to over-written S, it may bc noted that in Visi- 
gothic wiitiug a sign resembling that letter is used in the word 
q" p e ,  which however is derived from the cursive form of over- 
written U. 



p, is per, also p ~ r ,  POT, as ptem=pn~tem, ogtet,=oportet. 
The same letter with a horizontal or waved oblique 
stroke or curve placed above it (when not at  the end of 
a word) becomes- pre, as psertim=~~reaertim, p'bet= 
prebet. 

The following conventioual signs, mostly derived 
from Tironian notes, are also used with more 01% less 
frea uencv :- 

1 .I 

If=autcm, 3=ejusJ = = esse, ,+-=OS€ (which degene- 
rates into a 3-shaped sign : see above), @=~IoY,  7=et 
l = e t i a ~ n ,  M (later +I- and and thence .n.)=cnim, 

.i.=id cst, f=rel, 8 = o b i i f ,  obitus, + and h=ut. 
In  this place may also be noticed the I~atin contracted 

form of our Lord's name. The name of Jesus Christ 
was always written in Greek letters by mediseval scribes, 
and in contracted form it appeared in majnscule MSS. 
thus : I ~ C  X ~ C ,  in Greek uncials. When these words 
had to be written in minuscule letters, the scribes treated 
them as purely Latin words written in Latin letters, 
and transcribed them ihc (or ihs) xpc. Hence arose the 
idea that the form Ihesus was the correct one, aud by 
false analogy the letter h was introduced into other 
proper names, as Iherusalen~, Iheronimus. Similarly 
the terminating letter c, for S, was carried over by 
scribes to other words, as eFc=episcopus, spc=spiritzis, 
tbc =tempus. 

Most ordinarily, over-written letters are vowels, to 
which the letter r has to be supplied to solve the read- 
ing, as gatia=gratia,, cata=>a~ta, tes=f.res, ucba=vevba, 
pior =p~ior ,  uitus =virtus, agos= agros, cOpus=~ov~~z~.s, 
pudens=prz~dens, turis=tu~ris. The more usual con- 
tractions of this character are those in which the r pre- 
cedes the vowel. Other letters may also be understood, 
as in qa=pua, boa=bo?la, qibus=yuibus, mi=mihi, m"= 
modo. The letter a when over-written frequently takes 
the open form (U,) which degenerates into a mere zigzag 
horizontal liue 01% flatt,ened u , r 

When consonants arc over-written the llurilber of 
letters to be supplied is quite uncertain : a single vowel 
is omitted in such words as nc=nec, hC=iuic; several 
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I letters are understood in such a contraction as pt=potast. 
The over-written consonant is usually the last letter of 1 the word.' 

In  some instances two or more letters aye over- 
mri tten as hujoi= huju~modi, incorp'c~in,corporales ; but 
such full forms are seldom wanted. 

By metathesis, the contractions of certain common 
words, in which the letter g is prominent, take a special 
form, as gi and gr=igituy, g"=erga, gO=ergo. 

The amount of contraction in a MS. depended to a 
considerable extent upon the character of the text. As 
has been already observed, technical books were more 
contracted than works of general literature. I n  MSS. 
written iu majuscule letters, and particularly in biblical 
and liturgical codices, which were specially required for 
public reading, the contractions are very few: the 
omission of final M or N, Q.=que, B.=bus, &E or 
~R~=auo lz i a rn , .  DS = ~ e u s  and its inflections. DTIS or 
~ ~ ~ = $ o r n i n u s  and its inQections,-the name of our 
Lord (see above), SUS =sa~zctus, SYS =+l-itus, and a 
few other comrnon words. With the ingoduction of 
minuscule writing for the book-hand, and when MSS. 

; mere employed for private use, there was more scope for 
I this convenient system of saving l abou~  and space; but 
l in works intended for popular use there was seldom an 

( excess of coutraction or the employment of arbitrary 
forms such as to render the reading of the text difficult. 
When once the elements and principles of the system I are understood, and the eye has been fairly practised, 
no ordinary MS. will present difficulties to the reader. 
As regards texts written in the vernacular languages of 
thoso countries of Europe which have adopted the 
Roman alphabet, it will be found that contractions 
are more rarely used in them than in 1\IISS. written 
in Latin. A system suited to the inflections and 

1 
1 With regard to over-written S, it  nay be noted t h a t  in Visi. 

writing a sign resembling that  lctter is used in the word 
qs que, which however is derived from t h e  cursive form of over- 
written U. 



terminations of this language could not be well adapted 1 
to other languages so different in their structure. 

Numerals. 

I n  Greek &I$S. we find two systems of expressing 
numbers by signs, both being tnken from the alphabet. 
I t  appears to have been the older practice to use the 

I 
initial letter of the name of the number for its symbol, 
as U for 5, A for 10, H (aspirate) for 100, X for 1000, 
M tor 10,000. This has been called the Herodian 
system, after the name of the grammarian who described 
it. I t  is found in us3 in the papyri, especially in the 
stychometrical ruemora~lda of the numbers of the lines 
coutrtined in them; and such notes are also found 
transmitted to vellum MS$. of the middle agcs. 

The other system was to take the first niuc letters of I 

the alphabet for the units, and the rest for the tens and I 

hundreds, disused letters being still retained for numera- 
tion, viz., F, diganzmn, for G, which in its carly form , 
appears as c; or S, and afterwards, in the middle ages, l becomes Q, like the combined U and r or s t i g m n ;  
q, koppn: for 90; and a sylllbol derived from the old 
letter sal&, which appears in papyri as 7' or T, and at 
later pcdods as in which, from its partial resemblance ( to pi, was called sa~nj7i (=.sa~~+pi),  for 900. This 
system was in full use in the third century B.C. 

The practice of numbering the successive books of a 
I 

work, as e.g. t.he twenty-four books of the Iliad, by the 
successive 1etter.s of the alphabet, is hardly a systeln 
of numeration in the proper sense of the word. I n  
certain cases, xve find i t  convenient to make use of 

l 
l 

our alphabet in a somewhat similar way, to mark a 
series. 

The numerals were usually distinguished from the 
letters of the text by a hoi-izontal stroke : thus a. To 1 / 

a See e.g. Cat. of G?.eek Pnpyvi in  the Brit. Mus., pp. 47, 55, 
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indicate thousands a stroke was added to the left of the 
numeral : thus /I'=3000 ; which at  a later period was 
detached, tllus /F, Dots were sonletimes added to indi- 
cate tens of thousands, as 6, .A., .B. .  Special symbols 
were sometimes used for fractions, sometimes an accent 
or a line above the numeral indicated the fraction : as 
v or c=&, i=Q, vj=&+$=.$,  r " j ,  a'=+, etc. The o 
which appears for the numeratoi- in 3 is derivcd from the 
cursive form of p, and is found in other combinations in 
papyri. The 6 for 4 also appears in form of a Roman d;  
and is represented by a variant of it, d .  The symbols - , =, p, F, P, stand for obols, from one to five. 

The Roman system of numerals was used thronghout 
the middle ages (and, indeed, it lasts to our own day), 
and was not displaced by tho introduction of the Arabic 
system, although the latter, frorn its convenience, was 
widely adopted. The Itoman system was conti~lued as 
tlie more official, and money accounts were calculated in 
its numerals. 

This is not the place to disc~lss the origin of the 
Roman numerals; i t  is sufficient to say that the system 
was not an alphabetical one, for, althougll C (100) 
has been said to be the first letter of ccntum and M 
(1000) tlie first letter of vnille, both these signs had a 
different derivation, and by a natural process only took 
the forms of the letters which they resembled most 
nearly.s 

To distinguish the numerals from the letters of the 
text they were placed between points : thus .XL.. Be- 
sides the ordinary method of indicating thousands by 
re~etitions of M. units with horizontal strokes above were 
also employed for the purpose : thus, -P-, a n . ,  am., etc. 
Certain special signs occur insomeMSS.: as thevisigothic 
T=1000, and =40, and the cot very uncommon 
sign q = 6  which has been derived from the Greek 
symbol, but which may be only a combination of 

See Zangemeister, Eittstehu~zg der romischen Zuhlzeichen, 
in the Sitzb. der k. Yveussischelt Akadentie, 1887. 
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terminations of this language could not be well adapted 
to other languages so different in their structure. 

l " 
' l 

1 Numerals. 
I 

In  Greek MSS. we find two systems of expressing 
numbers by sigus, both being hiken from the alphabet. 
I t  appears to have been the older practice to use the 
initial letter of the name of the number for its symbol, 
as TT for 5, A for 10, H (aspirate) for 100, X for 1000, 
M for 10,000. This has been called the Herodian 
system, after the name of the grammarian who described 
it. I t  is found in us3 in the papyri, especially in the 
stychometrical memoranda of the numbers of the lines 
contained in them; and such notes are also found 
transmitted to vellum MSS. of the midclle ages. 

The other system was to take the first niuc letters of 
the alphabet for the units, aud the rest for the tens and 
hundreds, disused letters being still retained for numera- 
tion, viz., F, clignnz?7zn, for G ,  n~hich iu its early form 
appears as c; or S, and afterwards, in the middle ages, 
becomes T, like the combined a and T or stignzcr ; 
q, lcoppa: for 9 0 ;  and a synlbol derived from the old 
letter snn, which appears in papyri as 7' or rl\, and at 
later pcl:iods as which, from its partial resemblance 
to pi, was called salnpi (=scz~z+pi), for 900. This 
bystem was i11 f ~ d l  use in the third century B.C. 

The practice of numbering the successive books of a 
work, as e.g. the twenty-four books of the Iliad, by the 
successive letters of the alphabet, is hardly a system 
of numeration in the proper sense of the word. I n  
certain cases, we find i t  convenient to make use of 
our alphabet in a somewhat similar way, to mark a 
series. 

The numerals were usua!ly distingaished from the 
letters of the text by n horizontal stroke : thus a. To 
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indicate thousands a stroke was added to the left of the 
numeral : thus /T=3000 ; which at  a later period was 
detached, thus IT. Dots were sonletimes added to indi- 
cate tens of thousands, as ii, .A., .B . .  Special symbols 
were sometimes used for fractions, somet,imes an  accent 
or a line above the numeral indicated the fraction : as 
v or c=&, ;=g, uy'=&+Q=+, y"$, S'=$, etc. The o 
which appears for the numerator in 3 is derivcd from the 
cursive form of p, and is found in other combinations in 
papyri. The 6 for 4 also appears in form of a Roman d; 
and 2 is represented by a variant of it, a .  The symbols - , =, p, F, F, stand for obols, from one to five. 

The Roman system of numerals was used thronghout 
the middle ages (and, indeed, it lasts to ouT own day), 
and was not displaced by the introduction of the Arabic 
system, although the latter, from its convenience, was 
widely adopted. The Roman system was contiuued as 
tlie more official, and money accounts were calculated in 
its numerals. 

This is not the place to disc~lss the origin of the 
Roman numerals; i t  is sufficient to say that the system 
was not an alphabetical one, for, although C (100) 
has been said to be the first letter of cel l turn aud M 
(1000) the first letter of mil le ,  both these signs had a 
different derivation, and by a natural process only took 
the forms of the letters which they resembled most 
nearlyes 

To distinguish the nunlerals from the letters of the 
text they were placed between points : thus .XL.. Be- 
sides the ordinary method of indicating thousands by 
repetitions of M, units with horizontal strokes above were 
also employed for the purpose : thus, .f., .E., .mmJ etc. 
Certain special signs occur insomeMSS.: as thevisigothic 
T= 1000, and =40, and the llot very uncommon 
sign q = 6  which has been derived from the Greek 
symbol, but which may be only a combination of 

See Zangemeister, Entstehu~zg der rijmischen Zuhlseichen, 
See e.g. Cat. of G~eek Pnpg9.i i n  tie B&. Mus., pp. 47, 55, 

i 
in  the Sitzb. der k. Yre.lcssischelt Akaden~ie, 1887. 



U (V) and I. A cross stroke traversing a numeral 
sometimes illdicates reduction by half a unit, as ii/= 
29, &=g&, xs=19&. 

Arabic numerals first appear in European MSS. in 
the twelfth cenhury, their early use being general in 
mathematical works; by the fourteenth century they 
had become universal. They hr~ve not much changed 
i n  fovm since their first introduction, the greatest 
difference from the modern shapes being seen in 8 = 4 ,  
and y =6. 

CHAPTER VIIf. 

GREEK PALBOGRAPHY. 

Papyri. 

THE first discovery of Greek papyri in Egypt took place 
in the year 1778, when fifty rolls were found in the neigh- 
bourhood of Memphis. Unfortunately, ail but one were 
carelessly destroyed ; the survivor was presented to 
Cardinal Stefano Borgia, under whose auspices i t  was 
published in 1788, Cl~u~tcc papyracea Jfusei Borgiani 
Vclitrii, by Schoa. I t  is of the year 191 after ~hrist.1 
This find was followed early in the present century by 
the discovery of a collection, enclosed, according to the 
story of the Arabs who found it, in a single vessel, on 
the site of the Sorapeurn or temple of Serapis a t  
Afcmphis. The fiuders divided the hoard among them- 
selves, and hencc the collection fouud its may piecemeal 
into different libraries of \vestern Europe. Palis secured 
the largest number, which havc been published, with an 
atlas of facsimiles, in the Notices et Bct~ciits clcs Na11t~- 

l scrits de lu Biblioth2que Impdriule, etc., vol. xviii., 18G5. 
A certain number fell to the share of the British 

l Museum, and will be published in the Catalogue of 
Greek Papyri ila the BI-itish Mz~seum. Some are in the 

I 
Vatican, and others are a t  Leyden. 

The larger number of the documents thus brought to 

i light have perpetuated a little domestic romance, and 
have preserved the memory of two poor hwiu sisters and 
the wrongs they endured in thesecond century B.C. 

1 Thaues and Thaus were the daughters of a native of 
Memphis, who in an unhappy hour married a woman 
named Nephoris. Deserted by her, and maltreated by 

l 


